TNGEDCO deals with CGPs/Co-gen plants having interfacing voltage 33 KV and below and issue of approval for the following.

1) Grid connectivity of the generators for interfacing line voltage 33 KV and below.

2) Granting of Long Term Open Access (LTOA-Intra state) for generators with interfacing voltage 33 KV and below for wheeling to captive users.

3) For approval of Grid connectivity of generators, Open Access & Wheeling in respect of generators having interface voltage 66 KV and above, Director /Operation is to be contacted.

4) Wheeling to captive users (under STOA) for generators with interfacing voltage 33 KV and below subject to granting of STOA by TANTRANSCO (SLDC).

5) Purchase of Firm/Infirm power from Fossil Fuel Based Captive Generating plant/Co-generating plant. The rate of power purchase is as per TNERC notified rates based on frequency (Availability based tariff). In case of CGP/Co-gen plants having interfacing voltage 33 KV and below, approval for power purchase will be issued by TANGEDCO without any pre condition. In case interfacing voltage is 66 KV and above, consent for power purchase will be given at the first instant if power offered by the company is acceptable to TANGEDCO subject to the applicant getting evacuation clearance from TANTRANSCO. On issue of evacuation clearance orders for power purchase will be issued.

6) The nodal officer is Chief Engineer/Private Power Projects

6th Floor, Eastern Wing, NPKRR Maaligai
Annasalai, Chennai-600002
PH: 044-2852 0441
e mail id: ceipp@tnebnet.org

6) The application format annexed can be downloaded and submitted with documents.
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